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High degree of interactivity, BB design drivers!
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G. Federici, S. Ciataglia et al.
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 EU DEMO1 Tokamak baseline 2015
 R0 = 9.1m, a = 2.9m, A=3.1
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• Tmax ≈ 920 °C, limit: microstructure changes
• Tmin ≈ maximize (T‐release rate)
 Multiplier: Be pebbles Ø1mm (ref. TBM)
• Tmax ≈ 650 °C, limit: swelling, integrity
• Tmin ≈ maximize (T‐release rate)
 Steel: EUROFER97 / advanced EUROFER97
• Tmax ≈ 550 °C / 650 °C, limit: creep


































HCPB Design & Analysis Activities
 Design cycle of the DEMO HCPB BB:
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HCPB Design & Analysis Activities
 Design cycle of the DEMO HCPB BB:






 Difficulty to conciliate many aspects in each
step: safety, manufacturing feasibility, 
nuclear + TH + TM, materials and costs
 Neutronics+TH+TM coupling studies
 Pebble beds thermomechanics: DEM
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TBR HCPB BL2015 v3/v4
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R&D Functional Materials: 
Neutron Multiplier Materials (NMM)
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 Reference EU NMM: Beryllium
 “Advanced Be‐based NMM”: Be12Ti , Be12Cr…
 Reduced content of Be: lower swelling, less water‐reactive, 













Fabrication of Be-Ti rod
REM
FW HT Augmentation Systems IntegrationHCPB Description
R&D Manufacturing and Testing
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FW channels with AR
R&D FW Heat Transfer Augmentation
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Key HCPB Interfaces Activities: BoP













 Architecture of BoP
 Credibility of a HCPB‐DEMO depends on compatibility with state‐of‐the‐art technology!
 Some tech. extrapolation assumed for circulators: available 5‐6MW, needed ≈8MW
 ƞth≈36%, high THe,out advantage shadowed due to particular DEMO features (ESS)
 Synergies at BB design level: get closer to AGRs, GenIV‐HTRs values: Tout⬆, Pcirc⬇, off‐the‐shelf tech.
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Key HCPB Interfaces Activities: Safety







 Deterministic LOCAs with MELCOR186:
 In‐box LOCA (1 CP break), in‐vessel (FW 
channels break), integrated in 1 OB loop PHTS
detailed 1x OB4 module
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 He OB inventory: 9.5 ton ⇒
 Combined VVPSS & EV concept, EV potentially reduced ≈80%
 Simulation of runaway e‐ event
 Future work:
 Analysis of ex‐vessel LOCA
 Modelling of the HCPB BB integrated into ist PHTS and auxiliary systems of BoP using RELAP5‐3D
 Synergies at BB design level: pipework upper port, study possibility to pHe⬇ (HTRs, 6‐7MPa)
Systems Integration Activities
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 Fueling lines integration:
 Current baseline: 1 line between IB segments
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